New Music App From the Makers of Beethoven’s 9th Symphony
Rediscovers Vivaldi
Rediscover a classic, only on iPad. From the team that brought you the award-winning Beethoven’s 9th
Symphony, comes the new iPad app Vivaldi’s Four Seasons. Deutsche Grammophon have once again
teamed up with app developer Touchpress to push the boundaries of classical music, this time
focusing on Vivaldi’s masterpiece. The app places Max Richter’s groundbreaking Recomposed version
performed by Daniel Hope, side-by-side with Trevor Pinnock’s beloved rendition of Vivaldi’s original.
Features of Vivaldi’s Four Seasons include:
• Listen to all four movements of the Four Seasons and Recomposed in CD quality, performed by
Trevor Pinnock and Daniel Hope in separate performances.
• Switch between three simultaneous video feeds of Daniel Hope and Max Richter performing Max
Richter’s Recomposed version of the work.
• Discover the acclaimed BeatMap, as seen in the apps Beethoven’s 9th Symphony and The Orchestra:
a groundbreaking, hypnotic visualisation of the music that shows different sections of the orchestra
pulsate in time with the music.
• With the touch of a finger, isolate an individual section in the BeatMap of Max Richter’s ensemble,
and listen to that instrument playing above the rest of the orchestra.
• Read expert background analysis by journalist Charlotte Gardner with audio comparisons of the two
pieces, plus embedded video commentary by Suzy Klein, Max Richter, Daniel Hope and more.
• Explore an immersive playback interface, with a synchronised score, that slowly changes colour to
match the seasons as you listen to the music.
Touchpress’ other apps recently won the RPS Music Award for Creative Communication.
Praise for Beethoven’s 9th Symphony:
‘Last weekend my iPad sucked me deeper into Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony than I thought possible…
an app devoted to the work that rendered me slack-jawed with wonder, like a Victorian on his first visit
to a cinema.’
— The Spectator
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Touchpress craft premium quality, beautiful apps that explore important and interesting subjects in new
ways. The London-based company aims to push the creative and technological boundaries of mobile
devices to inspire and delight audiences. Touchpress’ apps have won numerous awards including Apple’s
Best iPad App of 2013. To date, twelve of the company’s titles have been selected by Apple as Editor’s
Choice or App of the Week on App Stores worldwide.
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